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Abstract

Background
This study aimed to evaluate the responsiveness of Western Ontario Meniscal Evaluation Tool (WOMET)
and specify its Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID) in patients undergoing physiotherapy
intervention following undergoing a meniscal lesion or surgery. Our hypothesis was that the WOMET
would have adequate responsiveness in patients with meniscal injury.

method:
100 patients undergoing physiotherapy interventions filled the Persian version of the WOMET and a
questionnaire of the Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) at Session 1 and Session 10
(4 weeks later). They also filled the 7-point Global Rating of Change (GRC) scale at Session 10. Internal
responsiveness was calculated using T test and effect sizes (standard response mean (SRM) and
Cohen's d); and external responsiveness was calculated via receiver operating characteristic curve and
correlation analysis. The inclusion criterion was the age of 18 to 70 years old for the patients who had the
ability of filling the questionnaire. The exclusion criteria included ligaments injury, severe osteoarthritis,
inability to complete the questionnaire due to the lack of sufficient knowledge, malignancy, infection,
neuromusculoskeletal disorder, rheumatologic disease, knee surgeries for any other reasons, and
dissatisfaction for being enrolled in the study.

Results
All the WOMET subscales (AUC = 0.7) had acceptable external responsiveness. SRM was Trivial, and the
scores of Cohen’s d were moderate to large and t tests showed significant differences.

Conclusion
Our findings showed that all of the WOMET subscales had acceptable external responsiveness, and thus
this questionnaire could be used to study the effects of physiotherapy interventions on patients
undergoing a meniscal lesion or surgery.
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Introduction
The meniscus is a biotic structure with different functions, such as load transmission, shock absorption,
and stabilization and proprioception. Meniscus injury is a prevalent source of pain associated with
functional impairment and articular cartilage damage in long term.1 Meniscus injuries can lead to serious
health problems and economic burdens due to their high complications and significant impacts on
Health-Related Qualities of Life (HRQoL).2
HRQoL questionnaires were used to assess patients’ general statuses and suggested a way to measure
the effects of different therapies.3 An effective outcome measure should have three important clinical
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features including validity, reliability, and responsiveness.4-6
Being developed by Kirkley et al.7 in 2007, the Western Ontario Meniscal Evaluation Tool (WOMET)
stands for the first self-reported questionnaire to assess the HRQoL of patients with meniscal
pathologies. It consists of 16 questions encompassing three domains of sports/recreation/work/lifestyle
(4 items), physical symptoms (9 items), and emotional symptoms (3 items).7-9
The reliability and validity of the Persian version of the WOMET have been already evaluated in a group
of patients with meniscal lesions10; however, its responsiveness and Minimal Clinically Important
Difference (MCID) have not been assessed so far.
As a necessary psychometric measurement, responsiveness shows the ability of a tool in delineating
clinically significant changes to a patient’s health conditions over time.11 Internal and external
responsiveness statistics are considered as the 2 major aspects determining the changeability of a tool
over time and the change limits of an outcome measure proportionate to the changes in the reference
standard measures of health conditions, respectively.5,12
MCID is defined as the responsiveness of an outcome measure straightly relevant to the amounts of
changes in health status, which patients realize.13 The purpose of this research was to evaluate the
internal and external responsiveness and specify the MCID for the WOMET and the correlations between
the WOMET and KOOS questionnaire in patients undergoing physiotherapy interventions after having a
meniscal lesion or surgery.

Materials And Methods
Patients
100 native Persian-speaking patients undergoing a meniscal lesion or surgery were selected from several
physiotherapy centers and orthopedic surgeons’ clinics in Tehran, Iran and entered into this study during
a period of 12 months (August 2018-2019). The orthopedic surgeons based on the examinations and
imaging findings visited all the patients. They must have the age between 18 and 70 years old, and also
have the ability to fill the questionnaire to be included in the research. The exclusion criteria were
ligaments injury, severe osteoarthritis, and inability to complete the questionnaire for a lack of knowledge,
malignancy, infection, neuromusculoskeletal disorder, rhomatological disease, any other knee surgeries,
and dissatisfaction for being enrolled in the study.
This research was approved by the local Research Ethics Board (Ethic Code: IR.IUMS.REC.1397.299);
Moreover, an informed consent form was taken from all the patients.
Procedure
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The participants at the baseline (Session 1) and 4 weeks later (Session 10) completed the Persian
versions of the KOOS questionnaire and WOMET. As a reference standard showing the amounts of
changes from the patients’ viewpoints, they further completed the 7-point Global Rating of Change (GRC)
scale at Session 10. In addition, electrotherapy and specific exercises were incorporated into the
physiotherapy interventions.
Outcome measures
The WOMET consisted of 16 questions representing the three domains of
sports/recreation/work/lifestyle (4 items), physical symptoms (nine items), and emotional symptoms (3
items).7-9 The scores could be reported totally (0-1600) or separately for each subscale in percentage.14
The KOOS questionnaire consisted of 42 items with the five subscales of pain, symptoms, Activity of
Daily Living (ADL) scale, sports and recreation (Sports/Rec), and HRQoL. Each item was scored from zero
to four.15
In most research on responsiveness, the GRC serves as a reference standard, well-validated tool
displaying the following seven levels of changes: so much worse=one; much worse=two; slightly
worse=three; no change=four; slightly better=five; much better=six; so much better=seven. Based on this
scale, the patients were divided into the 2 improved and unimproved groups of so much better and much
better levels and slightly better, no-change, slightly worse, much worse and so much worse levels,
respectively.4,16,17
Statistical analysis
SPSS software Version 23 and Microsoft Excel (2018) were employed for the analyses. p˂0.05 was set as
the statistically significant level. The post-intervention scores were subtracted from the pre-intervention
scores to calculate the amounts of changes for each questionnaire.18 In this investigation, the external
responsiveness was examined via the correlation analyses and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curves; the internal responsiveness was examined using T test effect sizes (SRM and Cohen's d). In the
correlation analysis, WOMET questionnaires change scores were correlated with the smallest detectable
change (SDC). In addition, we used SDC instead of GRC, because patients may report wrong results. SDC
is 20.12 for WOMET questionnaire. Patients who had WOMET scores higher than 20.12 were considered
as improved, and who had WOMET scores less than 20.12 were considered as unimproved. For this
purpose, the Pearson correlation coefficient was utilized. The correlation coefficients could range from
little or no relationship (<0.25), fair (0.25-0.5), moderate to good (0.5-0.75), good to excellent (˃0.75).19
The ROC curve has the two X and Y-axis, which are named 1-specificity and sensitivity, respectively.
Specificity indicates the ratio of the unimproved patients diagnosed by a tool to their total number
diagnosed by the external criteria to be known as truly unimproved. In contrast, sensitivity demonstrates
the ratio of the improved patients diagnosed by a tool to their total number diagnosed by the same
criteria to be known as truly improved.5,12,19
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The Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) can be interpreted as the probability of an improved patient correctly
identified from the selected pairs of the improved and unimproved ones.5,20 Showing responsiveness of a
tool, this area theoretically ranges from zero (no accuracy) to 1.0 (perfect accuracy). The AUC of greater
than 0.70 would be indicative of acceptably high external responsiveness.5,21,22 The MCID, which is
portrayed near the left corner at top of the diagram, serves as the best cutoff point in the ROC curve and
represents the largest specificity and sensitivity.6,19,23 It is defined as the number of scores needed to
indicate a clinically significant change that is capable of dissociating the improved and unimproved
patients.19
In this study, we used to test, Cohen's d, and standard response mean for calculating internal
responsiveness. Standardized effect sizes of lesser than 0.20 is trivial, 0.20-0.50 and 0.50-0.80 are
regarded as the “smallest” and “moderate” sizes, and those above 0.80 can be considered as “large"
effect sizes, respectively. The related statistics can be calculated by the following formula:
Where D is the score of raw changes in the measure; SD stands for the standard deviation at time 1; SD*
represents the standard deviation of D; ES demonstrates the effect size statistics; D/SD denotes Cohen's
d; and D/SD* indicates the Standard Response Mean (SRM).24
We used Pair t test to evaluate changes before and after treatment, and independent sample T test was
used to assess the changes between groups.
In this study, Pearson correlation between the WOMET and KOOS scales was also calculated.
Representing an effect size, correlation strength could be verbally described through Evans’ guiding
suggestions (1996) for the absolute value of r:25
0.00-0.19=very weak
0.20-0.39=weak
0.40-0.59=moderate
0.60-0.79=strong
0.80-1.0=very strong

Results
Table 1 presents the patients’ demographic and clinical features. Table 2 depicts the descriptive statistics
for the WOMET subscales and total WOMET scores. 20 and 80 out of 100 patients were categorized as
the improved and unimproved ones, in terms of the SDC scale, respectively. Table 3 demonstrates that the
WOMET subscales and total WOMET have highly acceptable responsiveness with an AUC of 0.7 and
represents the MCID of 20.031 (specificity=1 and sensitivity=1) for the Persian WOMET.
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SRM was trivial for total WOMET, as well as its subscales (0.13 for physical symptoms, 0.09 for
sport/recreation/work/lifestyle, 0.02 for emotions, and 0.11 for total WOMET); however, Cohen's d was
large for total WOMET (-1.586), sports/recreation/work/lifestyle (-1.331), and physical symptoms
subscales
(-1.666), and was moderate for WOMET emotions (-0.705) as shown in Table4.
Pearson correlation coefficients were moderate to good for the total WOMET subscales: score=0.698,
sports/recreation/work/lifestyle =0.657 and physical symptoms=0.723; however, they were weak
(Pearson=0.329) for the emotional subscales as displayed in Table 5. The ROC curves for WOMET
questionnaire and its subscales presented in Figure 1 to 4.
T test showed significant difference before, and after treatments, also between groups as shown in table
6 and 7.
Pearson correlation between WOMET questionnaire and KOOS subscales are shown in Table 8.
Regarding, this correlation was ranged from weak to excellent. Overall, there are moderate to high
correlation between WOMET and KOOS questionnaires (except emotions subscale).

Discussion
This study aimed to assess Persian WOMET responsiveness and determining MCID scores in the Iranian
patients undergoing meniscal injury. The results revealed that the Persian version of the WOMET has
acceptably high external responsiveness as indicated by the AUC values. In addition, moderate-to-good
correlations were found between the subscales of sports/recreation/work/lifestyle, physical symptoms,
and total WOMET scores and the patients’ SDC scales and a weak correlation between the subscale of
emotion and SDC scale. Additionally, the MCID of 20.031 points indicated the essentiality of the minimal
change score of 20.031 points based on the Persian WOMET for ensuring the occurrence of a true
change after physiotherapy interventions.26
SRM is trivial; however, the results of Cohen's d showed moderate to large internal responsiveness. In
addition, there are significant differences between groups, before and after treatments. External
responsiveness is more valid compared to internal responsiveness; therefore, we can state that this
questionnaire is responsive, based on good external responsiveness. Pearson's correlation showed
moderate to high correlation between WOMET and KOOS questionnaires (except emotions subscale).
The limitations of this study were as follows: First, the use of GRC scale was challenged by the problem
of recall bias as discussed by Norman et al.27; second, we could not generalize these findings to other
languages26 and third responsiveness is a population-specific feature.18,20

Conclusion
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The results of external responsiveness showed that the Persian version of the WOMET was adequately
responsive in patients with meniscal injury, though some contradictory results still existed for SRM and
Cohen's d. According to the SRM results, the WOMET had weak (trivial) internal responsiveness, while it
displayed good internal responsiveness based on the results of Cohen's d and T tests. Finally, the MCID of
the WOMET helped the physiotherapists to understand whether the patients experienced real changes or
not. It can be concluded that this questionnaire can be used to study the effects of physiotherapy
interventions in patients undergoing a meniscal lesion and surgery.
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Tables
Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients completing the questionnaires
(n=100)
Descriptive statistics

n(%)Unless stated
Demographic data
Missing
Age (year), mean (SD)*
Height (cm), mean (SD)
Weight (kg), mean (SD)
BMI
Sex
Men

1

45.55(14.42)
169.6(9.135)
79.16(14.03)
27.64(5.311)
38(38.4)

Women
Years of education
9-12

61(61.6)

49(49.5)

˂12
Marital status
Single
Couple
Clinical data
Dominant leg

50(50.5)
29(29.3)
70(70.7)

Right
Left
Both
Side of involved knee
Right
Left
Both
Duration of symptoms(month),mean(SD)

44(44.4)
55(55.6)
0(0.0)
25(25.3)
36(36.4)
38(38.4)
6.20(4.51)

SD*: standard deviation.

Table 2. Mean (SD) of pre-intervention, post-intervention and change scores for WOMET
questionnaire
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WOMET
Questionnaire

Pre-

Postintervention:
Mean(SD)

Change:
Mean(SD)

intervention:
Mean(SD)
Total(n=100)

44.70(22.28)

46.81(22.72)

2.10(24.04)

Improved(n=20)

24.49(16.27)

60.00(13.02)

35.50(14.14)

Not
improved(n=80)

49.76(20.71)

43.51(23.47)

[-6.24(17.98(]

Table 3. area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) curve, sensitivity and 1specificity for WOMET questionnaire.(n=100)
Questionnaire

AUC (95% CI)
0.984

Optimal
cutoff value
22.944

Sensitivity
(95% CI)
0.95

1-Specificity
(95% CI)
0.05

WOMET.ps
WOMET.s

0.952

15.625

0.9

0.11

WOMET.e

0.848

4.5

0.75

0.25

WOMET.t

1.000

20.031

1

0

All values were significant at P < .001
Table 4.effect sizes 1,2 for WOMET questionnaire and it’s subscales
Questionnaire

dpWOMET.ps
dpWOMET.s
dpWOMET.e
dpWOMET.t

Cohen's d
-1.666
-1.331
-0.705
-1.586

SRM
0.13
0.09
0.02
0.11

dp, difference percent; Ps, physical symptoms; s, sport/recreation/work/lifestyle; e, emotions;
t, total; SRM, standard response mean

Table 5. Pearson Correlation Coefficient for WOMET questionnaire and it’s subscales
Questionnaire

dpWOMET.ps
dpWOMET.s
dpWOMET.e
dpWOMET.t

Pearson Correlation Coefficient
0.723
0.657
0.329
0.698
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Table 6. Pair T test exam for WOMET questionnaire and it’s subscales
Questionnaire

Pair T test P value
0.197
1.299
0.371
0.899
0.588
-0.544
0.384
0.875

dpWOMET.ps
dpWOMET.s
dpWOMET.e
dpWOMET.t

Table 7. Independent Sample T test exam for WOMET questionnaire and it’s subscales
Questionnaire

dpWOMET.ps
dpWOMET.s
dpWOMET.e
dpWOMET.t

Independent Sample T test P value
-10.358
< 0.001
-8.634
< 0.001
-3.448
< 0.001
-9.651
< 0.001

All values were significant at P < 0.05
Table 8.pearson correlation between WOMET and KOOS questionnaires

dpWOMET.ps dpWOMET.s DpWOMET.e dpWOMET.t
dKS.s
dKS.pain
dKS.ADL
dKS.SR
dKS.QOL

0.667
0.770
0.773
0.720
0.492

0.621
0.803
0.801
0.750
0.554

All values were significant at P < .001
dKS, KOOS difference; s, other symptoms

Figures
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0.315
0.447
0.448
0.450
0.373

0.651
0.795
0.797
0.752
0.542

Figure 1
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for sport/recreation/work/lifestyle subscale of Persian
WOMET questionnaire used in patients with meniscal injury.
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Figure 2
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for physical symptoms subscale of Persian WOMET
questionnaire used in patients with meniscal injury
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Figure 3
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for emotions subscale of Persian WOMET
questionnaire used in patients with meniscal injury.
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Figure 4
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for Persian WOMET questionnaire used in patients
with meniscal injury.
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